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Abstract:    The operation of transportation determines the efficiency of moving products. The progress in 
techniques and management principles improves the moving load, delivery speed, service quality, 
operation costs, the usage of facilities and energy saving. Transportation takes a crucial part in the 
manipulation of logistic. Reviewing the current condition, a strong system needs a clear frame of 
logistics and a proper transport implements and techniques to link the producing procedures. The 
objective of the paper is to define the role of transportation in logistics for the reference of further 
improvement. The research was undertaken to define and comprehend the basic views of logistics and 
its various applications and the relationships between logistics and transportation. 
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1. Introduction 
Since logistics advanced from 1950s, due to the 

trend of nationalization and globalization in recent 
decades, the importance of logistics management has 
been growing in various areas. For industries, logistics 
helps to optimize the existing production and distribu–
tion processes based on the same resources through 
management techniques for promoting the efficiency 
and competitiveness of enterprises.  

The key element in a logistics chain is transporta–
tion system, which joints the separated activities. 
Transportation occupies one-third of the amount in the 
logistics costs and transportation systems influence the 
performance of logistics system hugely. 

Transporting is required in the whole production 
procedures, from manufacturing to delivery to the final 
consumers and returns. Only a good coordination 
between each component would bring the benefits to a 
maximum. 

The paper focuses on: 

• Development of logistics  

• Transport-related sectors based on a historical 
review 

• Interrelationships of transportation and logistics 

• Benefits of transportation to logistics activities 
and vice versa 

• Major logistics activities and concepts 

• Potential further development of logistics 
systems. 

2. Overview of logistics 
2.1 Definitions 
Logistics is: 
- Part of the supply chain process that plans, 

implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward 
and reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and 
related information between the point of origin and the 
point of consumption in order to meet customers’ 
requirements.  

- Describing the entire process of materials and 
products moving into, though, and out of firm. Inbound 
logistics covers the movement of material received from 
suppliers. Materials management describes the 
movement of materials and components within a firm. 
Physical distribution refers to the movement of goods 
outward from the end of the assembly line to the 
customer. Finally, supply-chain management is 
somewhat larger than logistics, and it links logistics 
more directly with the users’ total communications 
network and with the firm’s engineering staff.  

- Process of moving and handling goods and 
materials, from the beginning to the end of the 
production, sale process and waste disposal, to satisfy 
customers and add business competitiveness.  

- Process of anticipating customer needs and wants; 
acquiring the capital, materials, people, technologies, and  
information necessary to meet those needs and wants; 
optimizing the goods – or service - producing network to 
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fulfill customer requests; and utilizing the network to fulfill 
customer requests in a timely way.  

- Customer-oriented operation management. 
 

2.2 Components of Logistics System 
The closely linked components of the logistics 

system are: 
1. Logistics services; 
2. Information systems; 

3. Infrastructure/resources 
Logistics services support the movement of 

materials and products from inputs through production 
to consumers, as well as associated waste disposal 
and reverse flows. They include activities undertaken 
in-house by the users of the services (e.g. storage or 
inventory control at a manufacturer’s plant) and the 
operations of external service providers. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
They comprise physical and non-physical activities 

(e.g. transport, storage and supply chain design, 
selection of contractors, freightage negotiations res–
pecttively). Most activities of logistics services are bi-
direction.  

Information systems include modeling and 
management of decision making, and more important 
issues are tracking and tracing. It provides essential 
data and consultation in each step of the interaction 
among logistics services and the target stations.       

Infrastructure comprises human resources, financial 
resources, packaging materials, warehouses, transport 
and communications. Most fixed capital is for building 
those infrastructures. They are concrete foundations 
and basements within logistics systems. 

 
2.3 History and Advancement of Logistics 
The probable origin of the term logistic is the Greek 

“logistikos”, meaning ‘skilled in calculating’. It was 

initially developed in the context of military activities in 
the late 18th and early 19th centuries and it launched 
from the military logistics of World War II. It was initially 
a military activity concerned with getting soldiers and 
munitions to the battlefront in time for flight.  

Military typically incorporate the supply, movement 
and quartering of troops in a set.  

The main background of its development is that the 
recession of America in the 1950s caused the industrial 
to place importance on goods circulations. Now it is 
seen as an integral part of the modern production 
process. 

Business logistics was not an academic subject until 
the 1960s. A key element of logistics, the trade-off 
between transport and inventory costs, was formally 
recognized in economics at least as early as the mid-
1880s. Based on the American experience, the 
development of logistics could be divided into four 
periods, which are represented as Figure 2. 
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Before the 1950s, logistics was under the dormant 

condition. Production was the main part of the 
managers concerned, and industry logistics was once 
regarded as “necessary evil” in this period. During the 
1950s to and 1960s, applying new ideas of 
administration on business was a tendency.  

Due to petroleum price rise in 1973, the effects of 
logistics activities on enterprises grew. Slow growth of 
market, pressure of high stagflation, release of 
transportation control, and competitions of the third 
world on products and materials all increased the 
significance of logistics system on planning and 
business at that time.  

The further tendency of logistics in the early 21st 
century is logistics alliance, Third Party Logistics (TPL) 
and globalized logistics. Logistics circulation is an 
essential of business activities and sustaining 
competitiveness, however, to conduct and manage a 
large company is cost consuming and not economic. 
Therefore, alliance of international industries could 
save working costs and cooperation with TPL could 
specialize in logistics area. 

 

 
 
3. Interrelationship between transportation  
    and logistics 
Without well-developed transportation systems, 

logistics could not bring its advantages into full play. A 
good transport system in logistics activities could 
provide better logistics efficiency, reduce operation 
cost, and promote service quality. The improvement of 
transportation systems needs the effort from both public 
and private sectors. A well – operated logistics system 
could increase both the competitiveness of the 
government and enterprises. 

 

3.1. Transport Costs and Goods Characters   
       in Logistics 
Transport system is the most important economic 

activity among the components of business logistics 
systems. Around one third to two thirds of the expenses 
of enterprises’ logistics costs are spent on 
transportation. 

According to the investigations, the cost of 
transportation, on average, accounted for 6.5% of 
market revenue. 
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Figure 3. Cost ratio of logistics items 
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This analysis shows transportation is the highest 
cost, which occupies 29% (one-third) of logistics costs, 
and then in order by inventory (17%), warehousing cost 
(16%), packing cost (12%), management cost (11%), 
movement cost (8%) and ordering cost (6%). The 
transportation cost here includes the means of 
transportation, corridors, containers, pallets, terminals, 
labors, and time. This figure signifies the cost structure 
of logistics systems and the importance order in 
improvement processing. The improvement of the item 
of higher operation costs can get better effects. Hence, 
logistics managers must comprehend transport system 
operation thoroughly. 

Transport system makes goods and products 
movable and provides timely and regional efficacy to 
promote value-added under the least cost principle. 
Transport affects the results of logistics activities and, 
of course, it influences production and sale. In the 
logistics system, transportation cost could be regarded 
as a restriction of the objective market. Value of 
transportation varies with different industries. For those 
products with small volume, low weight and high value, 
transportation cost simply occupies a very small part of 
sale and is less regarded; for those big, heavy and low-
valued products, transportation occupies a very big part 
of sale and affects profits more, and therefore it is more 
regarded. 

 

3.2. The Effects of Transportation on     
       Logistics Activities 
Transportation plays a connective role among the 

several steps that result in the conversion of resources 
into useful goods in the name of the ultimate consumer. 
It is the planning of all these functions and sub-
functions into a system of goods movement in order to 
minimize cost maximize service to the customers that 
constitutes the concept of business logistics. The 
system, once put in place, must be effectively 
managed.  

Traditionally these steps involved separate 
companies for production, storage, transportation, 
wholesaling, and retail sale, however basically, 
production/manufacturing plants, warehousing services, 
merchandising establishments are all about doing 
transportation. Production or manufacturing plants 
required the assembly of materials, components, and 
supplies, with or without storage, processing and 
material handling within the plant and plant inventory. 

Warehousing services between plants and 
marketing outlets involved separate transport. 
Merchandising establishments completed the chain 
with delivery to the consumers. The manufacturers 
limited themselves to the production of goods, leaving 

marketing and distribution to other firms. Warehousing 
and storage can be considered in terms of services for 
the production process and for product distribution. 
There have been major changes in the number and 
location of facilities with the closure of many single user 
warehouses and an expansion of consolidation facilities 
and distribution centers. 

These developments reflect factors such as better 
transport services and pressures to improve logistics 
performance.  

 

3.3 The Role of Transportation in Service Quality 
The role that transportation plays in logistics system 

is more complex than carrying goods for the 
proprietors. Its complexity can take effect only through 
highly quality management. By means of well - handled 
transport system, goods could be sent to the right place 
at right time in order to satisfy customers’ demands. It 
brings efficacy, and also it builds a bridge between 
producers and consumers. Therefore, transportation is 
the base of efficiency and economy in business 
logistics and expands other functions of logistics 
system. In addition, a good transport system performing 
in logistics activities brings benefits not only to service 
quality but also to company competitiveness. 

 

4. Discussions and Conclusions 
4.1. Discussions 
Integration of logistics and e-business is the future 

trend. In order to get more advantageous position and 
build a complementary and dependent relationship, 
networking industries, such as Yahoo and e-Bay, 
usually cooperate with logistics industries. The 
integration could reduce the middle-level procedures. 
The producers could immediately give the products 
over to the terminal customers. This could reduce 
expenses and also administer sources more efficiently.  

Companies do not have to take the costs of 
inventory and warehouse, and therefore they become 
modernized industries of low cost, more efficiency and 
division of specialty. For example, customers could get 
ordered goods from convenience stores. 

Through e-logistics, the competition condition of 
industries could be promoted in knowledge economics. 
The integration and promotion of business activities 
have to involve transportation systems at various 
stages. The integration of various applications brings 
the convenience through promoting the system of 
information flow and business operations. Customers 
and firms could make business more efficient and 
easier through the help of e-commerce and the 
Internet. However physical delivery still relies on the 
transportation system to finish the operations. The cost 
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of transportation operation may be one-third of logistics 
costs. Meanwhile, transportation systems and 
techniques are needed in almost every logistics activity. 
Thus the reform of business patterns has to consider 
transportation systems. 

 

4.2. Conclusions 
(1) Logistics system has a more and more important 

position in the society activities.  
(2) Transportation and logistics systems have 

interdependent relationships that logistics management 
needs transportation to perform its activities and 
meanwhile, a successful logistics system could help to 
improve traffic environment and transportation 
development. 
(3) Since transportation contributes the highest cost 
among the related elements in logistics systems, the 
improvement of transport efficiency could change the 
overall performance of a logistics system. 
(4) Transportation plays an important role in logistics 
system and its activities appear in various sections of 
logistics processes. Without the linking of 
transportation, a powerful logistics strategy cannot 
bring its capacity into full play. 
(5) The review of logistics system in a broad sense 
might help to integrate the advantages from different 
application cases to overcome their current 
disadvantage.  

(6) The review of transport systems provides a clearer 
notion on transport applications in logistics activities.  
(7) The development of logistics will be still vigorous in 
the following decades and the logistics concepts might 
be applied in more fields. 
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